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Applications

700 and 705 Series Proximity Suits 
are used by industries which bake on 
finishes, such as auto, office furniture, 
and appliance manufacturers. The 
Proximity Suits may also be used in 
oven and conveyor repair. 

The graphs above are provided for 
relative comparison of radiant and am-
bient heat performance of Lakeland’s 
Industrial Heat Protective Clothing.  The 
temperatures indicated are extrapolat-
ed from laboratory tests and ARE NOT 
intended to indicate suitability for use 
at these temperatures.  Individual physi-
ology, work conditions, and the work 
being performed are too variable to 
make recommendations for use based 
only on temperature and exposure time.

Model Numbers
700/BA Proximity Suit 

complete, SCBA ac-
commodation.

700 Proximity Suit 
complete.

705/BA Proximity Coverall 
complete, SCBA 
accommodation.

705 Proximity Coverall 
complete.

Suit Components
710-AGLG/BA Proximity Hood

710-AGLG Proximity Hood

722 AG/BA Proximity Coverall

722 AG Proximity Coverall

720/BA Proximity Coat

720 Proximity Coat

730 Proximity Pants

755 Proximity Boots

740 Proximity Mitts

Lakeland’s 700 and 705 Series Proxim-
ity Suits are designed for performance 
of maintenance and repairs in high 

heat areas. Workers wearing these prox-
imity garments are insulated form harm 
by Lakeland’s unique, proven multi layer 
construction, with the outer layer composed 
of high temperature Aluminized Fiberglass. 
An additional moisture/steam barrier lining 
provides protection in areas where expo-
sure to hot liquids, steam, or hot vapor is a 
possibility. Redesigned for better fit, the 700 
and 705 Series Suits are available in coverall 

or coat and pant styles. The coverall or the 
coat and pant styles are available with an 
SCBA accommodation, if required. The 700 
Series Suit comes complete with a hood, 
gold reflective faceshield, coat, pants, mitts 
and boots. The 705 Series Coverall  comes 
complete with a hood with gold reflective 
faceshield, coverall, boots and mitts. Both 
series are offered in sizes Small, Medium, 
Large and Extra Large. Individual replace-
ment components are available. Handy duf-
fel/storage bags are also available.

The 700/705 Series Proximity Suits are  not to be used for fire entry.

700/705 Series Proximity Suits

Heat Tolerances

Left, the 700 Series Proximity Suit, featuring a coat and pants. Right the 705 Series Proximity Coverall.
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